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9 Abstract Geochemical indicators are emerging as

10 important predictors of soil organic carbon (SOC)

11 dynamics, but evidence concerning the role of calcium

12 (Ca) is scarce. This study investigates the role of Ca

13 prevalence in SOC accumulation by comparing

14 otherwise similar sites with (CaCO3-bearing) or

15 without carbonates (CaCO3-free). We measured the

16 SOC content and indicators of organic matter quality

17 (C stable isotope composition, expressed as d13C

18 values, and thermal stability) in bulk soil samples. We

19 then used sequential sonication and density fraction-

20 ation (DF) to separate two occluded pools from free

21 and mineral-associated SOC. The SOC content, mass,

22and d13C values were determined in all the fractions.

23X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to inves-

24tigate the surface chemistry of selected fractions. Our

25hypothesis was that occlusion would be more preva-

26lent at the CaCO3-bearing site due to the influence of

27Ca on aggregation, inhibiting oxidative transforma-

28tion, and preserving lower d13C values. Bulk SOC

29content was twice as high in the CaCO3-bearing

30profiles, which also had lower bulk d13C values, and

31more occluded SOC. Yet, contrary to our hypothesis,

32occlusion only accounted for a small proportion of

33total SOC (\ 10%). Instead, it was the heavy fraction

34(HF), containing mineral-associated organic C, which

35accounted for the majority of total SOC and for the

36lower bulk d13C values. Overall, an increased Ca

37prevalence was associated with a near-doubling of

38mineral-associated SOC content. Future investiga-

39tions should now aim to isolate Ca-mediated com-

40plexation processes that increase organo-mineral

41association and preserve organic matter with lower

42d13C values.

43Keywords Soil organic carbon � Density

44fractionation � Carbon stable isotopes � X-ray

45photoelectron spectroscopy � Rock-Eval� pyrolysis
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d13C C stable isotope ratio in per mil (%) relative

to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite standard.

48 DF Density fractionation

49 f-LF Free-light fractions

50 HF Heavy fractions/mineral-associated

fractions

51 LF Light fractions (f-LF, o-LF10, o-LF200)

52 o-

53 LF10

Occluded light fractions separated at

10 J mL-1

54 o-

55 LF200

Occluded light fractions separated at

200 J mL-1

56 OM Organic matter

57 SE Standard error of the mean

58 SOC Soil organic carbon

59 SPT Sodium polytungstate

60 XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

61

62 Introduction

63 Soil geochemical properties are emerging as important

64 predictors of soil organic carbon (SOC) accumulation

65 and content (Blankinship et al. 2018). Yet empirical

66 data on the processes driving this relationship are still

67 scarce. It is well established that iron (Fe) and

68 aluminium (Al) forms can stabilise SOC, leading to

69 its accumulation in soils (Kögel-Knabner et al. 2008;

70 Torn et al. 1997). Yet, calcium (Ca) forms can also

71 play an important role in SOC accumulation (Boiteau

72 et al. 2020; Martı́-Roura et al. 2019; Oades 1988),

73 mediating its stabilisation through several potential

74 mechanisms (Rowley et al. 2018). Calcium is thought

75 to indirectly contribute to the accumulation of

76 occluded SOC through the promotion of aggregation

77 (Muneer and Oades 1989b; Oades 1984, 1988) and to

78 the accumulation of mineral-associated SOC through

79 cation bridging processes (Edwards and Bremner

80 1967; Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick 2007; Sutton et al.

81 2005). However, very few studies have attempted to

82 quantify the role of these separate processes in the

83 accumulation of organic C in soils with a varied Ca

84 content.

85 To investigate the processes that cause SOC to

86 accumulate, bulk soil samples may be separated into

87 physical pools through size or density fractionation

88 (DF). Yet, due in part to methodological difficulties

89 arising from the common presence of inorganic C in

90 Ca-rich samples (Rovira et al. 1998), relatively few

91fractionation studies have focused on the role of Ca in

92SOC accumulation. Several studies have used DF on

93Ca-rich soils (Schrumpf et al. 2013; Vormstein et al.

942020; Wen et al. 2017), but fundamental uncertainties

95remain regarding the mechanisms that govern SOC

96accumulation in soils with a varied Ca prevalence

97(Rowley et al. 2018). These processes could be

98analysed by evaluating how SOC pools vary in

99otherwise similar soils with either a large or limited

100prevalence of Ca.

101Differences in SOC dynamics can lead to changes

102in the properties or quality of organic matter (OM)

103within a soil profile. In particular, the C stable isotope

104composition (d13C values) of OM can be used to

105investigate the transformation of SOC in different

106pools or fractions. The d13C values of SOC typically

107increase by approximately 1–3 % with depth, which

108has been linked to fractionation during oxidative

109microbial transformation processes (Boström et al.

1102007; Hasinger et al. 2015; Hobbie et al. 1999).

111Variations in d13C values between different soils have

112also been reported, which could not be ascribed to

113differences in vegetation, and thus, are most likely

114explained by differences in OM transformation pro-

115cesses. Minick et al. (2017) demonstrated that bulk

116d13C values were lower in soils after Ca-addition

117(CaSiO3), relative to control soils with a limited Ca

118prevalence. Increased aggregation, driven by the

119flocculation of soil separates by Ca2? (Muneer and

120Oades 1989b), could occlude and physically protect

121SOC from oxidative microbial transformation pro-

122cesses; thereby inhibiting fractionation and preserving

123low d13C values (Minick et al. 2017). However, this

124hypothesis still requires empirical confirmation.

125The thermal stability of OM has also been proposed

126as a proxy for SOC dynamics (Plante et al. 2009;

127Sanderman and Grandy 2020). Among thermal anal-

128ysis techniques, Rock-Eval� analysis can provide

129insights into OM quality changes (Disnar et al. 2003;

130Matteodo et al. 2018; Poeplau et al. 2017). In

131particular, the I and R Index scores, calculated from

132the amounts of hydrocarbon compounds released

133during pyrolysis, have been proposed as an indicator

134of variations in the OM quality of diverse soils (Sebag

135et al. 2006; Sebag et al. 2016). In a study covering a

136range of geochemically diverse soil types across the

137Swiss Alps, Matteodo et al. (2018) discovered that

138CaCO3-bearing profiles typically had lower R Index

139scores (lower thermal stability). Yet, more
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140 investigation into the effects of Ca prevalence on the

141 thermostability of SOC are still needed as a recent

142 study conversely demonstrated that Ca-addition

143 increased the thermal stability of model C substrates

144 (Barreto et al. 2020). These measures of OM quality

145 could also be coupled with surface-sensitive analyses

146 such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), to

147 yield complementary information on the oxidative

148 transformation of SOC and its interactions with other

149 elements. Yet, to our knowledge these complementary

150 techniques have not been combined to investigate the

151 effects of a varied Ca prevalence on OM quality in

152 different SOC pools.

153 To investigate the influence of Ca prevalence on

154 SOC accumulation mechanisms, three profiles from a

155 CaCO3-bearing and a CaCO3-free site, which had

156 developed under similar soil forming conditions

157 (Rowley et al. 2020), were fractioned by sequential

158 sonication and density separation. Samples were split

159 into four fractions (a free-light fraction, two occluded-

160 light fractions, and a heavy fraction) to investigate

161 whether SOC was predominantly stored within free

162 particulate OM, aggregates of increasing sonication

163 resistance (assumed to represent aggregates of differ-

164 ing tensile strength), or mineral-association, respec-

165 tively. We measured the SOC content, d13C values,

166 and Rock-Eval� thermal signature of bulk (unfrac-

167 tionated) soil samples. We also quantified the SOC

168 content, mass, and d13C values in all the fractions.

169 Finally, we measured a subset of fractions with XPS to

170 characterise the surface chemistry of our samples. Our

171 guiding hypothesis was that the flocculation of soil

172 separates by Ca2? would cause an accumulation of

173 occluded SOC at the CaCO3-bearing site. Further-

174 more, we hypothesised that this occlusion would

175 inhibit microbially-driven oxidative transformation of

176 SOC and its associated C isotope fractionation,

177 resulting in lower bulk d13C values. Overall, we found

178 that occlusion played a minimal role in SOC dynamics

179 at either site (accounting for \ 10% of total organic

180 C). It was instead the mineral-associated fraction that

181 explained the two-fold difference in SOC content and

182 the divergence in bulk d13C values.

183Materials and methods

184Site description and sampling

185This study was completed in the Nant Valley

186(5730000, 1190000, CH1903 LV03), Vaud Alps,

187Switzerland. The Valley is situated on the Morcles

188Nappe, which is a tectonic unit consisting of Jurassic

189and Cretaceous shallow-water limestones intercalated

190with marl and shale deposits (Austin et al. 2008).

191Sampling took place in the rangeland (Suppl. Fig. S1)

192described in detail by several studies (Ceperley et al.

1932020; Grand et al. 2016; Rowley et al. 2020; Vittoz

194and Gmür 2008). The rangeland is 1500 m above sea

195level, receives approximately 1800 mm year-1 pre-

196cipitation, and has a mean annual temperature of 6 �C

197(Vittoz and Gmür 2008).

198Two sampling sites were selected at the rangeland.

199We dug three profiles at each site (Suppl. Fig. S1),

200which were characterised (IUSS Working Group

201WRB 2015) as being either Eutric Cambisols (siltic)

202with no CaCO3 (CaCO3-free; F1, F2, F3) or Cambic

203Phaeozems (siltic) with a small (\ 6.2%) CaCO3

204content (CaCO3-bearing; B1, B2, B3). Profiles were

205sampled at 6–7 depth intervals and labelled from 1 to

2066/7 with increasing depth (e.g., F1.1-to-F1.6). The

207texture, silicate mineralogy, and elemental composi-

208tion of the profiles were highly similar except for an

209increased relative abundance of Ca in the Cambic

210Phaeozems (see Rowley et al. 2020 for details). Both

211above- and below-ground biomass (AGB and BGB)

212were also randomly sampled at both sites to assess

213potential variations in the d13C values of vegetation.

214Sample preparation

215Samples of AGB and BGB were oven-dried (65 �C, to

216constant weight) and ground by hand. Air-dried soil

217samples were sieved to 2 mm prior to density

218fractionation. A subsample of each bulk soil sample

219was ground in a rotary mill for SOC elemental and

220isotope analyses (Rowley et al. 2020). Prior to these

221analyses, inorganic C was removed through a HCl

222fumigation procedure and a correction factor was

223applied to account for changes in mass (Harris et al.

2242001).
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225 Laboratory analysis

226 Quality control procedures included the analysis of an

227 internal standard when appropriate, as well as the

228 inclusion of blanks and quality checks.

229 Density fractionation

230 Soil samples were fractioned into four SOC pools

231 (Fig. 1a, d) using sequential sonication and density

232 separation (Golchin et al. 1994; Poeplau et al. 2018;

233 Viret and Grand 2019). A 7 g soil aliquot was

234 combined with 35 mL 1.6 g cm-3 sodium poly-

235 tungstate (SPT) in 50 mL centrifuge tubes and

236 inverted 10 times by hand to liberate the f-LF.

237 Samples were then left to settle for 30 min before

238 centrifuging (1080 g for 30 min) to separate the

239 floating free-light fractions (f-LF) from the remaining

240 sample. The floating f-LF were decanted onto 0.45 lm

241 nitrocellulose membranes and vacuum filtered. The

242 f-LF remaining on the filter were then thoroughly

243 rinsed thoroughly with deionised water (Schrumpf

244 et al. 2013) and washed into aluminium drying boats

245 (Fig. 1a).

246 Sodium polytungstate was placed back into the

247 tubes and the samples were then sequentially soni-

248 cated using a pre-calibrated QSonica Q500 Sonicator

249 with a model cl-334 Sonication Node (see North 1976

250 and Schmidt et al. 1999 for details on the methods).

251 Sonication energies were selected after pretesting,

252 which revealed that higher sonication energies (up to

253 590 J mL-1; Schmidt et al. 1999; Kaiser and Berhe

254 2014) did not increase the recovery of occluded

255 material at either site (data not shown; Golchin et al.

256 1994; Schrumpf et al. 2013). The output energy of the

257 Sonication Node was calibrated calorimetrically

258 according to Schmidt et al. (1999). Tubes were placed

259 in an ice slurry to dissipate heat transferred from the

260 sonicator node, which was run at 20% amplitude. The

261 first sonication was carried out at 10 J mL-1, sepa-

262 rating the first set of occluded fractions (o-LF10) in the

263 same manner as the f-LF (Fig. 1b). The samples were

264 then recombined with the SPT and sonicated a second

265 time to 200 J mL-1, prior to separating the floating

266 material in the same manner as the f-LF and o-LF10,

267 resulting in the recovery of a second set of occluded

268 fractions (o-LF200; Fig. 1c). The remaining heavy

269 fractions (HF; Fig. 1d) were rinsed five times by

270 centrifugation (30 min at 75009g) until conductivity

271was reduced to\ 100 lS (Schrumpf et al. 2013). To

272ensure effective removal of the SPT, HF centrifuge

273pellets were disrupted with a 1 mm glass bead on a
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274 vortex (Fig. 1d) and then placed on a rotary shaker

275 (10 min at 250 rpm) between rinses (Schrumpf et al.

276 2013). Once rinsed, all fractions were oven dried at

277 65 �C and weighed to the nearest mg. Subsamples of

278 the HF were ground in a ball mill, while the LFs were

279 ground to a fine powder by hand. To ensure accurate

280 and replicable fractionation, DF was run in triplicate

281 for each soil sample. Recovery rates ranged from 98 to

282 100% (Suppl. Table S1). There was no o-LF10

283 recovered from sample F1.6.

284 The precipitation of Ca-metatungstate on light

285 fraction material in soils with a high Ca prevalence

286 could create a false equivalence between the light

287 fractions (LFs; free and occluded fractions combined)

288 and HF (Rovira et al. 1998). This has been observed in

289 soils with higher quantities of CaCO3 ([ 40%; Rovira

290 et al. 1998) than our CaCO3-bearing site (\ 6.2%).

291 Significant precipitation of Ca-metatungstate on our

292 fractions can however be ruled-out because: (i) recov-

293 ery during DF was not higher at the CaCO3-bearing

294 site (Suppl. Table S1), (ii) XPS (methods detailed

295 below) revealed that W contamination was lowest in

296 the HF, with no difference between the sites (Suppl.

297 Table S2), and (iii) there was also no peak detected for

298 Ca-metatungstate (shift towards 35 eV) in the detailed

299 scans of the W4f region (Suppl. Fig. S2). Thus, these

300 differences did not seem to arise due to the precipi-

301 tation of Ca-metatungstate on fresh particulate OM,

302 but future studies should be aware of the risks of

303 running DF on CaCO3-bearing soil samples ([ 20%).

304 Soil organic carbon analysis (d13C values and Rock-

305 Eval�)

306 Soil organic carbon content and C isotope composi-

307 tions of bulk samples, triplicates of density fractions,

308 AGB, and BGB were determined using a Carlo Erba

309 1108 elemental analyser connected to a Thermo Fisher

310 Delta V isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (EA/IRMS

311system from Bremen, Germany). The EA/IRMS was

312operated in continuous He flow mode via a split

313interface (Conflo II). Combustion of samples occurred

314within pre-weighted Sn capsules in an O2 atmosphere

315at 1020 �C. The carbon isotope compositions were

316expressed in the delta (d) notation as the per mil (%)

317difference of the 13C/12C ratio in the sample relative to

318the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite standard (d13C in %
319VPDB; Coplen 2011). A 3-point calibration with

320international reference materials and in-house stan-

321dards was used to calibrate and normalise the isotopic

322ratios to the international scale (VPDB-LSPVEC

323lithium carbonate). The intermediate precision and

324accuracy of the EA/IRMS analyses was assessed

325through replicate analyses of separate reference

326materials and was better than 0.05 %. N measure-

327ments were not established in this study with the EA/

328IRMS, but bulk values, established on a different

329elemental analyser can be found in Rowley et al.

330(2020). Percentages are presented on a mass basis. The

331mass of SOC in the different fractions was calculated

332by multiplying the SOC content by the quantity of

333material recovered in each fraction.

334The thermal stability of OM in ground and non-

335fumigated bulk-soil samples was also measured with a

336Rock-Eval� 6 Pyrolyser (Vinci Technologies, Rueil-

337Malmaison, France). Full details on the Rock-Eval�
338methods and different indices can be found in the

339supplementary information, ‘‘Materials and meth-

340ods’’. The S2 thermogram was split into 5 separate

341components (A1:A5) at fixed temperature bounds and

342then used to calculate the I and R Index scores

343according to Eqs. 1 and 2 (Malou et al. 2020; Sebag

344et al. 2016). The I and R Index scores from our samples

345were then compared to the negative linear trend

346(‘‘humic’’ trend) from geochemically- (Matteodo et al.

3472018) and pedoclimatically-diverse datasets (Sebag

348et al. 2016). This trend in thermal stability is

349commonly ascribed to changes in OM quality upon

350decomposition in soils (Malou et al. 2020; Thouma-

351zeau et al. 2020).

I ¼ log10

A1þ A2ð Þ
A3

� �
ð1Þ

353353
R ¼ A3þ A4þ A5

100
ð2Þ

355355

b Fig. 1 Schematic showing the sequential sonication and density

separation process. a The free-light fraction (f-LF) was first

fractionated from the bulk soil by inverting the sample. b The

first occluded light fraction (o-LF10) was then separated after

10 J mL-1 sonication. c The second occluded light fraction (o-

LF200) was then separated after 200 J mL-1 sonication. d The

remaining mineral-associated material then forms the heavy

fraction (HF). All fractions were thoroughly rinsed prior to

analysis.
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356 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

357 All the fractions of a surface and subsoil sample from a

358 randomly selected profile at each site were measured

359 (B2.1 to B2.4; F2.1 to F2.4) using a PHI VersaProbe II

360 Scanning XPS Microprobe (Physical Instruments AG,

361 Feldkirchen, Germany). Measurements with the XPS

362 were performed at the Surface Characterization Lab-

363 oratory, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne.

364 Sample topography can influence XPS measurements

365 due to differences in photoelectron emission geometry

366 (Zemek et al. 2008). Thus, powdered fractions were

367 loaded onto stubs in a homogeneous manner. The

368 surface of samples (\ 10 nm depth; Yuan et al. 1998)

369 was then analysed with a monochromatic Al Ka X-ray

370 source (1486.6 eV) with a beam size of 200 lm at

371 45.7 W. The spherical capacitor was set at 45� take-off

372 angle respective to the surface of samples. Samples

373 were scanned twice, once coarsely (regional scans),

374 with a pass energy of 187.9 eV, which yielded the

375 principal elements of interest. The samples were then

376 scanned again in more detail (survey scans) using a

377 pass energy of 47 eV to investigate the identified

378 surficial elements. Exposure time was \ 30 min to

379 prevent X-ray induced alteration of the density

380 fractions and subsequent false C assignments (Dengis

381 et al. 1995). Vacuum inside the main chamber was in

382 low 10 torr during measurements (- 7 Pa). Sample

383 charging during analysis caused peak shifts of\ 3 eV,

384 which were corrected based on the maximum principal

385 C1s peak, centred at 285 eV (Mikutta et al. 2009).

386 Atomic quantification of the surface of samples was

387 completed using a process of background linear

388 subtraction, fitting a set of Gaussian curves to spectra

389 and converting intensities into atomic abundancies

390 with sensitivity factors (Moulder and Chastain 1992).

391 Curve fitting of survey scans was performed using PHI

392 Multipak 9.5TM Software. Identification of binding

393energies was completed according to Moulder and

394Chastain (1992). Spectral shifts in core level C1s

395binding energies were assigned according to Table 1,

396deconvoluting the C1s peak into sub-peaks that are

397indicative of different C bonding environments

398(Suppl. Fig. S4; Jones and Singh 2014). Sub-peaks

399were fitted with Gaussian-Lorentzian functions, the

400full-width-at-half-maximum was allowed to vary

401between 1 and 2. The ratio of aliphatic / aromatic C

402to oxidised C moieties (alcoholic/phenolic, carbonyl,

403carboxylate groups) was used to quantify the degree of

404oxidative transformation of surficial C (Yeasmin et al.

4052017).

406Statistical analysis

407The effects of the presence or absence of CaCO3 on

408SOC distribution and d13C values were investigated

409using linear mixed models. Models were fitted using

410SAS 9.4TM. The estimation method was set to

411restricted (residual) maximum likelihood. Residuals

412were checked for goodness of fit and normality with

413quantile-quantile plots (Galecki and Burzykowski

4142015). Deviations from homoscedasticity were eval-

415uated by plotting conditional residuals against pre-

416dicted values. The significance of fixed effects was

417evaluated using type III F-tests. The Satterthwaite

418adjustment was used to compute the degrees of

419freedom of the denominators (Satterthwaite 1946).

420Comparison of the means of significant variables were

421completed using t-tests without multiple inference

422adjustment (Webster 2007). The alpha level (a) of

423significance was set at 0.05. All reported means in

424‘‘Results’’ are conditional least-square means ± stan-

425dard error of the mean.

426Separate models were constructed for the analysis

427of bulk soil and DF measurements. Simpler model

428structures were used for bulk observations because

Table 1 Binding energies of specific carbon C1s sub-peaks and their associated C bonding environment

Associated carbon bond environment Bond type Fixed binding energy (eV)

Aliphatic/aromatic C–H/C–C 285

Alcoholic/phenolic C–OH 286.5

Carbonyl C=O 288

Carboxylate O=C–OH 289.5

The figures below have been adapted from Jones and Singh (2014) and Moulder and Chastain (1992)
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429 they were based upon singular rather than triplicate

430 measurements. Full details on the model structures

431 used for bulk observations can be found in the

432 supplementary information, ‘‘Materials and meth-

433 ods’’. Models that were used to analyse DF triplicate

434 observations included site (CaCO3-free or CaCO3-

435 bearing), classes of sample depth (0–5 cm, 5–10 cm,

436 etc.…), fractions (f-LF, o-LF10, o-LF200, and HF), and

437 their interactions as fixed effects. Depth was set as a

438 random effect with a first-order autoregressive covari-

439 ance structure, while variance estimates were permit-

440 ted to vary between sites. Rather than using the mean

441 of triplicate observations as the response variable,

442 each observation was accounted for separately. This

443 was achieved by setting each fraction as a repeated

444 measure with a variance component covariance struc-

445 ture. Variance estimates were also allowed to vary

446 between the LFs or the HF to account for data

447 heteroscedasticity.

448 Results

449 Bulk soil

450 The SOC content in bulk samples (unfractionated) was

451 twice as high at the CaCO3-bearing site (Suppl.

452 Table S3). Bulk d13C values increased systematically

453 with depth at both sites. As hypothesised, bulk d13C

454values were lower at the CaCO3-bearing site relative

455to the CaCO3-free site, with an average offset of

456approximately 0.8 %. The d13C values of AGB were

457lower at the CaCO3-free site, but BGB d13C values

458were indistinguishable between the sites (Fig. 2).

459The Rock-Eval� results for bulk samples were well

460within the bounds of usual I and R Index scores, falling

461just below the typical decomposition trend (Fig. 3;

462‘‘humic’’ trend of Sebag et al. 2016). In the B horizons,

463the CaCO3-free profiles had slightly higher I Index

464scores (Suppl. Table S3). The CaCO3-free samples

465also had a higher proportion of A5 contribution to the

466S2 thermogram (pyrolysis curve; Suppl. Fig. S5),

467ensuring that their R Index scores remained approx-

468imately equivalent to that of the CaCO3-bearing

469samples. Thus, B horizons of CaCO3-free profiles

470had an S2 thermogram that was more-distributed

471compared to their CaCO3-bearing counterparts, with

472both high (A5) and low-temperature (A1) pyrolysis

473products being relatively abundant.

474Density fractions

475Distribution of material and SOC between fractions

476The proportion of sample mass in a fraction refers to

477the amount of material recovered in a specific fraction,

478relative to the original bulk sample mass. At both sites,

479the largest proportion of sample mass was recovered in

Fig. 2 Carbon isotope compositions (d13C values, % vs.

VPDB) of bulk soil organic carbon, above-ground (AGB) and

below-ground biomass (BGB) from the CaCO3-free (F in

fuchsia) and CaCO3-bearing (B in black) site. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean (SE) of duplicate

measurements
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480 the HF (Suppl. Table S1) and the smallest proportion

481 of sample mass was recovered in the o-LF10 (Suppl.

482 Fig. S7a, d). The proportion of sample mass recovered

483 in the occluded light fractions was higher at the

484 CaCO3-bearing site.

485 SOC content refers to the concentration of organic

486 carbon within a sample, where percentages are

487 reported on a mass basis. The SOC content of the

488 HF were similar to the bulk soil at both sites, differing

489 most in surficial horizons (Suppl. Fig. S8): which had a

490 larger proportion of sample mass recovered in the LFs,

491 relative to deeper samples. Consistently with bulk soil

492 results, the SOC content of the HF were higher at the

493 CaCO3-bearing site.

494 The mass of SOC in the different fractions was

495 calculated by multiplying the quantity of material

496 recovered in each fraction by its SOC content. The

497 mass of SOC in the LFs were always at least an order

498 of magnitude lower than the HF at both sites (Fig. 4a,

499 b). The mass of SOC in the LFs were always higher at

500 the CaCO3-bearing site than the CaCO3-free site

501 (Fig. 4c, d; f-LF = 1.3 ± 0.1 vs. 0.6 ± 0.1 mg

502 C g-1; o-LF10 = 0.7 ± 0.1 vs. 0.1 ± 0.1 mg C

503 g-1; o-LF200 = 2.5 ± 0.1 vs. 0.3 ± 0.1 mg C g-1).

504 The mass of SOC in the HF were also nearly twice as

505 high in the CaCO3-bearing site (45.5 ± 0.6 mg C

506 g-1), relative to the CaCO3-free site (23.1 ± 0.6 mg C

507g-1), demonstrating that soil samples with an

508increased Ca prevalence contained more mineral-

509associated SOC.

510d13C values of fractions

511The d13C values of the LFs at the CaCO3-bearing site

512were always higher than those at the CaCO3-free site

513(f-LF = - 25.9 ± 0.2 % vs. - 27.2 ± 0.1 %;

514o-LF10 = - 26.5 ± 0.2 % vs. - 27.9 ± 0.1 %;

515o-LF200 = - 25.8 ± 0.2 % vs. - 27.6 ± 0.1 ,

516respectively; Fig. 5; Suppl. Fig. S9). Yet, d13C values

517of the HF were typically lower at the CaCO3-bearing

518site than at the CaCO3-free site, which was particularly

519evident in B1 or B2, but less apparent in B3 (Fig. 6).

520Thus, the CaCO3-free site displayed an increase in

521d13C values from the LFs to the HF, but the d13C

522values of the LFs were similar to the HF at the CaCO3-

523bearing site (Fig. 5).

524There were small differences between the d13C

525values of the bulk and HF, with a slight loss of the

526depth trend, which could in part be explained by the

527higher proportions of LF material in surficial samples.

528To check our trends, measurements of d13C values in

529bulk and HF samples were repeated after some weeks

530(newly prepared elemental analyser reactor). Results

531showed a slightly higher variance than was observed

Fig. 3 Rock-Eval� I and R Index scores of bulk soil from the

CaCO3-free (in fuchsia) and CaCO3-bearing (in black) profiles,

split by horizon (A horizon with hollow symbol/B horizon with

filled symbol). Both the linear decomposition (Decomp.) trend

(‘‘humic’’ trend) and upper/lower boundaries of the range of

reported I and R index scores, seen in a geochemically- and

pedoclimatically diverse dataset, have been plotted as reference

lines in red (see Sebag et al. 2016 for more details). See Suppl.

Fig. 6 for the direct comparison of results from this study with

data from other Swiss soils (Matteodo et al. 2018)
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532 between our triplicate measurements. Ultimately, this

533 uncertainty reduced the magnitude of variation in the

534 DF d13C values with depth, relative to the bulk d13C

535 values.

536XPS characterisation of fractions

537Surficial chemical compositions The two main

538elements detected by XPS were C (44–57 %) and

539oxygen (O, 30–40 %). The high C contents were likely

Fig. 4 a and b Average proportion of SOC mass recovered in

the fractions (free-light, occluded light fractions separated at 10

and 200 J mL-1, and heavy fractions; f-LF, o-LF10, o-LF200,

HF, respectively) from the a CaCO3-free and b CaCO3-bearing

site as a percent of total SOC mass. c and Mass of soil organic

carbon (SOC) recovered in the light fractions (LFs; left y axis)

and HF (right y axis) from 1 g of oven-dried (105 �C) soil (mg C

g-1) at the c CaCO3-free and d CaCO3-bearing site. Bottom and

top edges of the boxes in the box plot represent the 25th and 75th

percentiles, the middle bars represent the median. Whiskers

represent the range of data points not considered as outliers,

while ‘?’ represent values outside of the maximum potential

whisker value, corresponding to ± 0.4 SE of the mean (outliers)

Fig. 5 Mean carbon isotope compositions (d13C values) of the

fractions (free-light, occluded light fractions separated at 10 and

200 J mL-1, and heavy fractions; f-LF, o-LF10, o-LF200, HF,

respectively) with sample depth (cm). The symbols represent the

mean, the bars the standard error of the mean (SE) of triplicate

measurements of the d13C values from the CaCO3-free (F1, F2,

F3) sites on the left and the CaCO3-bearing sites (B1, B2, B3) on

the right. Depth profiles of d13C values for individual profiles

can be found in Suppl. Fig. S9
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540 caused by the adsorption of adventitious C by the

541 samples. As a result, the surficial composition of the

542 fractions were not reliable (Suppl. Table S2).

543 Elements associated with the mineral or organic

544 phases (e.g. N, Ca, Fe, Si, Ti, or Al) were all

545 detected at low contents. Tungsten and chlorine were

546 also detected at low contents, representing residues of

547 SPT used for fractionation and chlorides from HCl-

548 fumigation, respectively.

549 Patterns in XPS survey scans While quantification

550 of the surficial chemical composition of the fractions

551 were unreliable, information could still be drawn from

552 the differences in bonding environments of surficial

553 elements inferred from the XPS scans (Suppl. Fig. S2

554 & S10–S13). There was a slight shift in the N1s peak

555 towards more protonated N forms at the more acidic

556 CaCO3-free site (Suppl. Fig. S13). Calcium

557 metatungstate precipitation was not evident on the

558 details of the W4f scans (Suppl. Fig. S2). There was

559 also a clear difference in the Ca2p signal between the

560 sites (Fig. 7a, b). Both sites presented a peak in the

561 Ca2P1/2 region, but this peak was better defined in the

562 CaCO3-bearing fractions. Furthermore, the CaCO3-

563 bearing site also displayed a satellite peak in the Ca2P3/

564 2 region, which was not present at the CaCO3-free site.

565 C1s peak deconvolution The deconvolution of the

566 C1s peak indicated that the largest proportions of

567 surficial C were always associated with aliphatic /

568aromatic C moieties at both sites (Fig. 7; Table 1;

569Suppl. Fig. S11). The main difference between our

570sites was a higher proportion of carbonyl C moieties

571(288 eV; Fig. 7) in the CaCO3-bearing fractions

572(14 ± 1.1%) than the CaCO3-free (9.8 ± 1.3%).

573There were also noticeable increases in the

574proportion of aliphatic/aromatic C moieties in the

575occluded fractions at the CaCO3-free site. The ratios of

576aliphatic/aromatic C to oxidised C moieties in the LFs

577were typically higher and more similar between

578fractions at the CaCO3-bearing site. Yet, the ratios in

579the HF were higher at the CaCO3-bearing site and

580decreased with depth.

581Discussion

582In this study, we aimed to evaluate the relative

583importance of different processes in the accumulation

584of SOC at two otherwise-similar sites, with or without

585CaCO3. Attempting to find soils that had developed

586under highly similar soil forming conditions with a

587varied Ca prevalence, we retained only six profiles,

588which were all in close proximity (\ 500 m). More

589details on the geochemical similarities between these

590sites can be found in Rowley et al. (2020). General-

591isation of the findings from this study to other soils

592under different environmental conditions is not sup-

593ported by our experimental layout; yet mechanistic

Fig. 6 Mean carbon isotope compositions (d13C values) of the

heavy fractions (HF) from the CaCO3-free (F1, F2, F3) and

CaCO3-bearing (B1, B2, B3) profiles at different depths (cm).

Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SE) of

triplicate measurements
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Fig. 7 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra in the

Ca2p (a and b) and C1s (c and d) binding energy (eV) range of the

sample subset from the CaCO3-free (F2.1 & F2.4; a and c) and

CaCO3-bearing (B2.1 & B2.4; b and d) site. See Suppl. Fig. S10

(Ca2p) and Suppl. Fig. S11 (C1s) for individual XPS spectra from

each fraction

Table 2 Results obtained from the deconvolution of the carbon

1s (C1s) X-ray photoelectron spectra for the fractions (free-

light, occluded light fractions separated at 10 J mL-1 and 200 J

mL-1, and heavy fractions; f-LF, o-LF10, o-LF200, HF,

respectively) from the CaCO3-free (F2.1 & F2.4) and CaCO3-

bearing (B2.1 & B2.4) sample subset

Sample Fractions C–C/C–H C–O C=O O–C=O Ratio of C–C–C–H to oxidised C (C–O/C=O/O–C=O)

285 eV 286.5 eV 288 eV 289.5 eV

F2.1 f-LF 57.6 24.1 13.4 4.9 0.74

o-LF10 73.8 11.6 8.3 6.2 0.35

o-LF200 70.4 16.7 7.6 5.3 0.42

HF 48.3 29.1 13.2 9.4 1.07

F2.4 f-LF 59.2 23.7 11.2 5.8 0.69

o-LF10 71.7 14.1 7.6 6.5 0.39

o-LF200 70.1 16.5 5.4 8.0 0.43

HF 64.8 19.6 8.3 7.2 0.54

B2.1 f-LF 61.6 21.0 13.3 4.1 0.62

o-LF10 59.4 22.0 12.8 5.8 0.68

o-LF200 59.1 19.3 15.0 6.7 0.69

HF 47.5 27.0 17.4 8.1 1.11

B2.4 f-LF 57.6 19.0 16.7 6.7 0.74

o-LF10 63.3 20.3 10.0 6.4 0.58

o-LF200 58.2 22.4 14.8 4.7 0.72

HF 55.1 25.1 10.8 9.0 0.81

The first four columns represent the percentage area of each sub-peak within the total C1s spectra and are indicative of different C

bonding environments (listed in Table 2). The final column represents the ratio between the percentages of the sub-peak centred at

285 eV relative to the percentage representation of other sub-peaks
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594 insights gained from this approach can still inform our

595 understanding of SOC dynamics in Ca-bearing soils.

596 To analyse the processes involved in the accumu-

597 lation of SOC, we separated free SOC (f-LF) from

598 occluded (o-LF10 & o-LF200) and mineral-associated

599 SOC (HF) using DF and sequential sonication. We

600 then assume that these specific fractions relate to

601 operationally-defined pools of SOC or processes that

602 store organic C in soils, specifically: f-LF– chiefly

603 plant-derived OM stored without notable interaction

604 with the soil matrix, o-LF10––chiefly plant-derived

605 OM trapped within aggregates that have a lower

606 resistance to sonication, o-LF200– OM of both plant

607 and microbial origin stored within aggregates that

608 have a higher resistance to sonication, HF– relatively

609 small organic molecules of plant and microbial origin,

610 which are adsorbed onto mineral surfaces. It is still

611 possible that within our HF, there are clay- to nano-

612 sized aggregates that continue to physically protect

613 SOC from further oxidative transformation, contribut-

614 ing to its accumulation (Vogel et al. 2014). However,

615 at this scale, this stabilisation by physical separation is

616 arguably indistinguishable from the influence of

617 sorption, both in terms of biogeochemical signature

618 and conferred stability, so that these processes may be

619 considered as mutually inclusive (See Fig. 1 in Rowley

620 et al. 2018 for more details). We have also made the

621 assumption that increasing sonication energies disrupt

622 aggregates of increasing tensile strength, accessing

623 occluded SOC pools associated with different types of

624 aggregates (see Kaiser and Berhe 2014 for detailed

625 review). While attribution of these occluded fractions

626 to specific aggregate size classes is not possible, we

627 can reasonably assume that, from differences in their

628 tensile strength, material from the o-LF10 were stored

629 within aggregates that were more dynamic, relative to

630 the o-LF200.

631 Ca-mediated occlusion

632 As hypothesised, the CaCO3-bearing site had a larger

633 occluded SOC pool, particularly in the o-LF200. This

634 larger pool of occluded SOC could be partially

635 explained by the higher SOC content at the CaCO3-

636 bearing site, which is known to positively influence

637 aggregation processes and occlusion (Chenu 1989;

638 Chenu and Cosentino 2011). The presence of CaCO3

639 and an increased Ca content (CaCO3-bearing site) has

640 also been repeatedly linked to increased aggregation

641and a larger pool of occluded SOC (Kaiser et al. 2014;

642Muneer and Oades 1989a; Paradelo et al. 2016). In

643humid conditions, this is usually attributed to the

644flocculation of soil separates by exchangeable Ca2?

645(Muneer and Oades 1989b), rather than the cementa-

646tion of aggregates by CaCO3 during its evaporative

647precipitation (Fernández-Ugalde et al. 2014). Thus,

648the increased occluded SOC pool at the CaCO3-

649bearing site was most likely driven by a mixture of

650biotic (SOC content and microorganism activity) and

651abiotic (flocculation by exchangeable Ca2?) positive

652influences on aggregation.

653Yet, contrary to our hypothesis, the f-LF and

654occluded pools were of little overall significance to

655bulk SOC dynamics at either site. Our results indicated

656that occluded SOC accounted for between 1–3 % and

6573–10 % of total SOC at the CaCO3-free and CaCO3-

658bearing site, respectively. We had also expected that

659the CaCO3-bearing site may have had a larger

660proportion of aggregates with a higher tensile strength

661(o-LF200) in the B horizon, but there were no

662significant differences in the ratio of o-LF10 to

663o-LF200 between our sites. Contrastingly, several key

664studies have repeatedly highlighted the importance of

665occlusion mediated by CaCO3 to the accumulation of

666SOC in environments with a low Aridity Index

667(Blanco-Moure et al. 2012a; Blanco-Moure et al.

6682012b; Fernández-Ugalde et al. 2014; Fernández-

669Ugalde et al. 2011; Virto et al. 2013). The humid

670conditions present at the Nant Valley could have

671reduced the importance of the occluded pool and

672aggregate tensile strength at the CaCO3-bearing site,

673by inhibiting the evaporative precipitation of CaCO3

674and its cementation of aggregates. Accordingly, using

675fractionation parameters comparable to ours (soni-

676cated at 300–450 J mL-1 for soils with a loamy

677texture and density cut-off of 1.6 g cm-3), Schrumpf

678et al. (2013) demonstrated that, over a larger range of

679humid soils, the occluded pool also accounted for a

680small proportion of total SOC (4–17 %).

681A higher sonication energy could have been

682expected to slightly increase the recovery in our

683occluded fractions (Kaiser and Berhe 2014; Schmidt

684et al. 1999). Furthermore, preliminary testing showed

685that differences in recovery were negligible at higher

686sonication energies (\ 590 J mL-1) in our silty-loam

687textured soils. Furthermore, a higher density cut-off

688for our fractionation method would have likely

689increased recovery in the occluded fractions as was
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690 recently seen in Vormstein et al. (2020;[ 1.8 gcm-3);

691 but, this may have also increased mineral contamina-

692 tion in the LFs. Thus, evidence provided by our study

693 implies that Ca-mediated occlusion may not be as

694 important to the accumulation of SOC in Ca-rich

695 humid environments as first expected.

696 A recent study by Yang et al. (2020) investigating

697 mineralisation rates of incubated aggregates from

698 similar humid, grassland, CaCO3-bearing or CaCO3-

699 free soils (Peruvian Andes) may further support this

700 finding. They demonstrated that mineralisation rates

701 for incubated aggregates did not change upon their

702 destruction, and thus, the removal of the physical

703 separation afforded by occlusion (Yang et al. 2020).

704 From this result, Yang et al. (2020) concluded that

705 occlusion/physical separation was less important for

706 the stabilisation of SOC in these humid environments,

707 relative to mineral association. Our results would

708 support their hypothesis and suggest that future studies

709 investigating SOC dynamics in similar Ca-rich and

710 humid soil environments should instead focus on the

711 processes that increase mineral-associated SOC

712 content.

713 Ca prevalence is linked to an increased mineral-

714 associated SOC content

715 It was the mineral-associated SOC pool that accounted

716 for the majority of SOC at both sites. Since SOC

717 content was almost twice as high at the CaCO3-

718 bearing site, the mass of mineral-associated SOC was

719 also approximately twice as high. This accumulation

720 of mineral-associated SOC was unlikely to have arisen

721 as a direct result of CaCO3 due in part to the humid

722 conditions at the Nant Valley precluding extensive

723 precipitation of pedogenic carbonates and the low

724 CaCO3 content of the CaCO3-bearing profiles. Yet, we

725 can hypothesise that CaCO3 likely played an indirect

726 role in the accumulation of mineral-associated SOC at

727 our sites, through its cascading influence on soil

728 biogeochemistry (Rowley et al. 2020).

729 During its dissolution, CaCO3 releases Ca2? into

730 the soil solution and carbonate equilibria can buffer

731 soil pH. In turn, this Ca source can influence the

732 crystallinity of Fe oxides (Thompson et al. 2011).

733 Rowley et al. (2020) indeed reported a higher

734 incidence of poorly crystalline Fe forms (oxalate-to-

735 dithionite extractable Fe; McKeague and Day 1966) at

736 the studied CaCO3-bearing site. Both this released Ca

737(Rasmussen et al. 2018; Rowley et al. 2018) and the

738higher proportion of poorly crystalline Fe forms

739(Kramer and Chadwick 2018; Parfitt and Childs

7401988) have well-established links to an accumulation

741of mineral-associated SOC through sorption pro-

742cesses. Yet, the direct role of poorly crystalline Fe in

743the sorption and stabilisation of mineral-associated

744SOC at the CaCO3-bearing site would have likely been

745limited by the high soil pH conditions (Sowers et al.

7462018a). As pH increases, the variable surface charge

747of poorly crystalline Fe forms, like ferrihydrite, shifts

748towards negative, reducing their interaction with SOC

749functional groups and increasing their interaction with

750cations, like Ca2? (Schwertmann and Fechter 1982;

751Sowers et al. 2018a). Following this, Ca2? addition

752has been shown to increase the sorption of dissolved

753organic C by ferrihydrite at higher pH conditions,

754beyond its point of zero charge (Sowers et al. 2018b)

755in Fe-Ca-ternary complexes (Sowers et al. 2018a).

756This mechanism brings to light the importance of Ca2?

757in the interactions between SOC and poorly crystalline

758Fe forms in soil environments with a higher pH, like

759the CaCO3-bearing site.

760It is thus likely that the higher Ca content played a

761fundamental role in the near-doubling of mineral-

762associated SOC content at the CaCO3-bearing site,

763which was likely achieved through cation bridging of

764organo-mineral associations. Furthermore, we can

765speculatively hypothesise that due to the persistence

766of these complexes during fractionation with SPT

767(high Na? content and cation exchange potential),

768these interactions are unlikely to have been outer

769sphere in nature and were instead, most likely inner

770sphere bridge complexes (Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick

7712007; Rowley et al. 2018; Sutton et al. 2005).

772The complexation of SOC by calcium

773We attempted to use the XPS C1s and Ca2p spectra

774(Fig. 7) to investigate the complexation of specific

775SOC functional groups by Ca2?. The complexation of

776SOC by Ca2? has typically been thought to preferen-

777tially stabilise phenol and carboxyl functional groups

778(Kaiser 1998; Römkens and Dolfing 1998). The main

779difference between our sites in the XPS C1s peak

780deconvolution was an increased proportion of car-

781bonyl C moieties at the CaCO3-bearing site. Specu-

782latively, this may be caused by a shift in the C1s spectra

783upon complexation of carboxyl functional groups by
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784 Ca, as witnessed by Demri and Muster (1995;

785 Ca[COOH]2 closer to 288.6 eV than 289.5 eV;

786 Table 2). Similar shifts in the C1s spectra upon

787 complexation by different metals have indeed been

788 previously reported in X-ray absorption spectra (De

789 Stasio et al. 2005; Plaschke et al. 2005). However,

790 more in-depth analyses with XPS or synchrotron-

791 based spectroscopy (see Prietzel et al. 2020 for more

792 details) would be required to investigate this hypoth-

793 esis as the Ca2p spectra could not provide supporting

794 evidence.

795 There were two peaks present in the Ca2p spectra at

796 the CaCO3-bearing site, but only one weaker peak

797 present at the CaCO3-free site (Fig. 7). Unfortunately,

798 this peak could not be accurately identified by XPS as

799 there is only a small range of chemical shifts in the

800 Ca2p spectra (\ 1 eV; Moulder and Chastain 1992)

801 and XPS data on Ca-rich soil samples has not been

802 widely reported in the literature (Boiteau et al. 2020;

803 Demri and Muster 1995). We can clearly state that the

804 peaks in our Ca2p region were not related to CaCO3,

805 since it had been quantitatively removed by the HCl

806 fumigation. Boiteau et al. (2020) recently attributed

807 similar peaks to Ca–O–C bonds and Ca-plagioclase.

808 Speculatively, the Ca2p3/2 peak at the CaCO3-bearing

809 site is also likely linked to similar Ca–O–C bonds,

810 inherent Ca-bound within particulate OM, and poten-

811 tially some Ca-plagioclase (Boiteau et al. 2020;

812 Rowley et al.2020). More advanced spectroscopic

813 methods are now required to confirm this hypothesis

814 and identify whether inner sphere complexes mediated

815 by Ca2? are indeed responsible for the increased

816 mineral-associated SOC content of these soils.

817 Organic matter quality

818 Bulk soil differences

819 Bulk d13C values were lower at the CaCO3-bearing

820 site relative to the CaCO3-free site, even though

821 vegetation d13C values were largely invariant (Fig. 2).

822 Furthermore, while the CaCO3-bearing site had a

823 lower proportion of A5 contribution to the S2

824 thermogram (most-thermally stable SOC), it also had

825 lower I Index scores in the B horizons (less thermally

826 stable; Fig. 3). This suggests that there is an accumu-

827 lation of SOC with a more moderate and homogeneous

828 thermal signature at this site. In contrast, OM at the

829 CaCO3-free site had a relatively higher proportion of

830compounds with both low and high thermostability.

831These results contrasted previous results for the Alps,

832which demonstrated that CaCO3-bearing soils typi-

833cally had lower R index scores. This contrast could

834potentially be explained by the scale of our different

835studies; where, Rock-Eval� analyses may have

836struggled to identify the differences between SOC at

837our highly similar sites, relative to the geochemically

838diverse dataset of Matteodo et al. (2018; Suppl.

839Fig. S6) or pedoclimatically diverse dataset of Sebag

840et al. (2016).

841Both bulk thermostability (Sebag et al. 2016) and

842d13C values (Boström et al. 2007) are commonly

843assumed to increase during decomposition processes

844in soils; yet these signatures can also be influenced by

845the composition of specific organic compounds or

846their preferential stabilisation by the mineral phase,

847due to polarity or stearic constraints. Therefore, it is

848reasonable to suggest that the trends we observe are

849the result of both continued decomposition processes

850and the preferential stabilisation of specific organic

851compounds at each site, driven by fundamental

852differences in their mineralogy and bulk geochem-

853istry. Based on our data, we can hypothesise that active

854decomposition and mineralisation processes were

855operant at the CaCO3-free site; which meant that

856OM composition was dominated either by relatively

857fresh plant material that had not yet fully entered the

858decomposition continuum or highly decomposed

859residues from active decomposition and mineralisa-

860tion processes. This would result in a thermal signature

861with a relatively increased presence of thermally labile

862compounds (high I index), but also thermally

863stable compounds representing advanced decomposi-

864tion residues (A5; Malou et al. 2020). This proposition

865is also consistent with the observation that the bulk

866SOC contents were lower and the d13C values were

867higher at the CaCO3-free site. On the other hand, at the

868CaCO3-bearing site, the intensity of decomposition

869processes might have been inhibited by Ca2?; which

870may have mediated a preferential stabilisation of

871organic compounds with d13C values that are indica-

872tive of slight oxidative transformation and a moderate

873thermostability.

874Differences in the microbial community composi-

875tion, activity, or abundance were not measured at the

876Nant Valley. Microorganism communities have dif-

877ferent biogeochemical mechanisms for the oxidative

878transformation of SOC or the utilisation of Ca; which
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879 in turn, drive variations in their C use efficiency, the

880 partitioning of C between microbial biomass and

881 respiration (Bradford and Crowther 2013), or the

882 stability of Ca minerals or complexes (Gadd 2010).

883 Soil pH, which increased from the CaCO3-free to the

884 CaCO3-bearing site, is known to act as a ‘master

885 variable’ in soils, and an increase in pH is linked to

886 shifts in microbial community composition (decreas-

887 ing fungal to bacterial ratio) and/or function-

888 ing(Bahram et al. 2018; Blagodatskaya and

889 Anderson 1999; Rousk et al. 2010; Rousk et al.

890 2009). Soares and Rousk (2019) recently demon-

891 strated that C use efficiency had an exponential

892 negative relationship with the fungal to bacterial ratio.

893 It can be hypothesised that an increase in pH at our

894 CaCO3-bearing sites may have been linked to a

895 decrease in the fungal-to-bacterial ratio (Bahram

896 et al. 2018; Blagodatskaya and Anderson 1999; Rousk

897 et al. 2010; Rousk et al. 2009). Hypothetically, this

898 shift may have increased carbon use efficiency at the

899 CaCO3-bearing site, which would have caused an

900 accumulation of SOC as microbial biomass and

901 necromass (Bahram et al. 2018; Rousk et al. 2010;

902 Rousk et al. 2009). Future studies should investigate

903 how variations in Ca content can influence microbial

904 communities, their carbon use efficiency, and its

905 influence on SOC accumulation or quality.

906 Similar d13C values in the HF and LF

907 At the CaCO3-free site, d13C values of the LFs were

908 lower than the HF (Fig. 5), displaying a typical shift

909 from less to more oxidatively transformed C moving

910 from particulate OM to mineral-associated SOC,

911 respectively (Poeplau et al. 2017; Schrumpf et al.

912 2013). This contrasted with the CaCO3-bearing site

913 where d13C values were similar between the LFs and

914 HF (Fig. 5). As described in ‘‘Materials and methods’’,

915 this is unlikely to have arisen due to the precipitation

916 of Ca metatungstate. Instead, as our sites have

917 developed under similar soil forming conditions, these

918 differences can likely be linked to the variation in Ca

919 content.

920 In a recent study, Martı́-Roura et al. (2019) used a

921 size fractionation method on CaCO3-free and CaCO3-

922 bearing Mediterranean soils. Similar to our findings

923 with DF, they demonstrated that CaCO3-bearing soils

924 displayed a smaller shift in d13C values between the

925 coarse and fine size fractions (Martı́-Roura et al.

9262019). It therefore seems that the similarity between

927different fractions at CaCO3-bearing sites could be

928independent of fractionation scheme and is instead

929related to a natural process. The d13C values of the

930fractions insinuated that the LFs were more oxida-

931tively transformed at the CaCO3-bearing site, but the

932HF were less oxidatively transformed (Fig. 5). This

933hypothesis is in accordance with the bulk Rock-Eval�

934measurements, in which the CaCO3-bearing site

935contained more moderately thermostable OM and

936the CaCO3-free site contained both less- and the most-

937thermally stable OM. These observations provide

938further support for the hypothesis that there was a

939preferential stabilisation of SOC with lower d13C

940values and moderate thermostability in the mineral or

941finer-size fractions of soils with an increased Ca

942prevalence.

943The decomposition continuum in Ca-rich soils

944We can thus speculate that together, the bulk Rock-

945Eval� signatures, similarity between LFs and HF d13C

946values (Fig. 5), and increased HF SOC content at the

947CaCO3-bearing site may all support the Decomposi-

948tion Continuum model in Ca-rich soils (Kleber and

949Lehmann 2019; Lehmann and Kleber 2015). Accord-

950ing to this model, oxidative transformation by

951microorganisms increases the proportion of nega-

952tively-charged functional groups in SOC, which

953subsequently increases its reactivity towards minerals

954or cations (Lehmann and Kleber 2015). During the

955complexation of these functional groups through

956cation bridging processes, Ca2? could be preferen-

957tially preserving SOC that had already passed a certain

958level of oxidative transformation at the CaCO3-

959bearing site. Once this level of oxidative transforma-

960tion was achieved, SOC functional groups could be

961complexed by Ca2?. Thereafter, complexation pro-

962cesses with Ca2? seem to inhibit the complete

963mineralisation of SOC, causing an accumulation of

964slightly oxidatively transformed SOC in the mineral-

965associated fraction of soils with a larger Ca prevalence

966(CaCO3-bearing). More investigation is now required

967to confirm this hypothesis and further probe the

968complexation of SOC by Ca2? in different soil

969environments, increasing our understanding of the

970mechanisms and kinetics of these interactions.
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971 Conclusions

972 To isolate the complex role of Ca in SOC accumula-

973 tion, we performed a fractionation study on soils

974 which had formed under similar conditions but were

975 either CaCO3-bearing or CaCO3-free. Bulk SOC was

976 twice as high at the CaCO3-bearing profiles, which

977 also had lower d13C values and a moderate thermosta-

978 bility. Occluded SOC pools were larger at the CaCO3-

979 bearing site but were of little overall significance to

980 bulk SOC dynamics at either of our sites. It was

981 instead the HF that accounted for most of the total

982 organic C. The HF thus contained almost twice as

983 much SOC at the CaCO3-bearing site, establishing that

984 soils with an increased Ca prevalence had a two-fold

985 increase in mineral-associated SOC storage, relative to

986 similar soils with less Ca.

987 The d13C values of the density fractions from

988 samples at the CaCO3-free site displayed a typical

989 increase from less to more processed OM between the

990 LFs and HF, respectively. This contrasted with the

991 CaCO3-bearing site, which had similar d13C values in

992 the HF and LFs. Both these similarities between the

993 LFs and HF, and the accumulation of mineral-

994 associated SOC at the CaCO3-bearing site were most

995 likely driven by the preferential complexation of SOC

996 in organo-mineral associations mediated by Ca.

997 Through increasing the relative proportion of nega-

998 tively-charged functional groups, decomposition may

999 actually increase the propensity of SOC to be

1000 stabilised through complexation with Ca; thereby,

1001 preventing its complete mineralisation and causing it

1002 to accumulate in the mineral-associated fraction of

1003 soils with an increased Ca prevalence (CaCO3-bear-

1004 ing). Future investigations should now investigate Ca-

1005 mediated complexation processes, how they may be

1006 applied to increase global SOC stocks (Minasny et al.

1007 2017), and their potential interactions with manage-

1008 ment practices that aim to sequester C inorganically

1009 (Beerling et al. 2020).
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